Detecting Informal Indicators of Research Data Reuse
in Scientiﬁc Publications
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Challenge
Formal data citations using
unique identiﬁers are readily
discoverable; however, informal
references indicating research
data reuse are challenging to
detect. How can computational
approaches to detect data use
complement human efforts?

Approach
• Search for formal (unique
identiﬁers) and informal
mentions (study names,
aliases) of research data
• Extract terms (“survey”,
“sample”…) that often
accompany data citations
and sections of articles
(Methods…) where found
• Predict custom entity type
(Data) at the sentence level
• Evaluate candidate
documents for inclusion in
the ICPSR Bibliography of
Data-Related Publications
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ICPSR Studies
(n≈11,777)
- Broad: search by
identiﬁers, names,
and aliases
- Generic: Apply
search criteria to all
studies

Retrieve, skim
documents
- Deep coverage
- Diverse kinds of
materials

Retrieve, parse
documents
- Broad coverage
across search APIs
(Dimensions,
CrossRef, GROBID)
- Narrow kinds (born
digital, full text)

Indicators
Name aliases, PIs,
grant numbers,
variables, etc.

Indicators
If sentence has
keyword(s), is in a
paper section, or
contains an acronym,
keep; else, discard
reference
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Detecting citations: human vs. computational approach
ICPSR Studies
- Narrow: search by
project archive
- Precise: Iterate on
high quality, custom
queries
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Add to ICPSR
Bibliography
of
Data-Related
Literature
Check
sentence for
Data entity
Compare
entities to
ICPSR Study
Names, Aliases

Training a computational model
1. Label Data entities in 2,056
sentences from 400 papers
2. Analyze distribution of
indicator terms by section
3. Train custom spaCy NER
pipeline with annotated
sentences

Figure 2.
Distribution of
sentences
containing
labeled Data
entities in
training data
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Figure 1. Comparison of human heuristics (left) and a computational approach (right) using a custom
Named Entity Recognition model trained to predict passages of text indicating research data applied to the
article, The political legacy of American slavery (Acharya et al., 2016). DOI: 10.1086/686631

